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Date Quantity UOM Unit Price
Total
Amount




28028 5/7/2004 1.00  60.000 $60.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  29476 6/30/2004 64.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  28433 5/31/2004 66.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  27348 4/30/2004 240.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  26457 3/31/2004 241.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  25607 2/29/2004 101.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  24489 1/31/2004 128.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  23721 12/31/2003 49.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  21582 10/31/2003 30.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  20583 9/30/2003 31.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 AST1063 001 CAT ORIG INPUTWORKFORM  19279 8/31/2003 13.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00






 22111 10/31/2003 4.00 BOX 735.750 $2,943.00
C00006910 BACDPU03 140 BIOLOGICALABSTRACTS 2004
ONE-TIME
SUBSCRIPTION 23294 12/30/2003 1.00  21245.000 $21,245.00
C00006910 CISTI1 155 CISTI CHARGES  28072 5/17/2004 1.00 EA 8.500 $8.50
C00006910 CISTI1 155 CISTI CHARGES  21197 10/29/2003 1.00 EA 10.500 $10.50






ID:DD711941 21187 10/29/2003 1.00  99.000 $99.00









20152 9/17/2003 1.00  125.000 $125.00
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES
JUNE 2004
CHARGES 30573 6/30/2004 1.00  3.510 $3.51
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  28912 5/31/2004 1.00  3.500 $3.50
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  27791 4/30/2004 1.00  3.510 $3.51
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  26917 3/31/2004 1.00  3.500 $3.50
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  25898 2/29/2004 1.00  85.410 $85.41
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  24913 1/31/2004 1.00  3.500 $3.50
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C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  24027 12/31/2003 1.00  3.510 $3.51
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  22418 11/30/2003 1.00  336.580 $336.58
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  22022 10/31/2003 1.00  3.510 $3.51
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  19767 8/31/2003 1.00  79.950 $79.95
C00006910 DL1 150 DIALOG SERVICECHARGES  18605 7/31/2003 1.00  3.500 $3.50
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  29476 6/30/2004 9.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  28433 5/31/2004 12.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  27348 4/30/2004 8.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  26457 3/31/2004 2.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  25607 2/29/2004 44.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  24489 1/31/2004 4.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  23721 12/31/2003 14.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  21582 10/31/2003 6.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  20583 9/30/2003 9.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  19279 8/31/2003 2.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 DSH3562 001 CAT DISPLAYHOLDINGS  18013 7/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  28433 5/31/2004 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  27348 4/30/2004 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  24489 1/31/2004 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  23721 12/31/2003 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  121100025329 11/30/2003 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  21582 10/31/2003 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  20583 9/30/2003 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1002 001 CAT FIXED-FEEONLINE  18013 7/31/2003 1.00 EACH 2922.172 $2,922.17
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  28433 5/31/2004 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  27348 4/30/2004 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
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C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  24489 1/31/2004 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  23721 12/31/2003 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  121100025329 11/30/2003 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  21582 10/31/2003 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  20583 9/30/2003 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1007 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOFFLINE  18013 7/31/2003 1.00 EACH 28.509 $28.51
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  28433 5/31/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  27348 4/30/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  24489 1/31/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  23721 12/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  21582 10/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  20583 9/30/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1010 001 CAT FIXED-FEEOTHER  18013 7/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  28433 5/31/2004 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  27348 4/30/2004 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  24489 1/31/2004 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  23721 12/31/2003 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  121100025329 11/30/2003 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  21582 10/31/2003 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  20583 9/30/2003 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
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C00006910 FIX1012 001 CAT FIXED FEECREDITS  18013 7/31/2003 1.00 EACH -326.000 ($326.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  28433 5/31/2004 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  27348 4/30/2004 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  24489 1/31/2004 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  23721 12/31/2003 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  121100025329 11/30/2003 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  21582 10/31/2003 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  20583 9/30/2003 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FIX1013 001 CAT FIXED FEEOFFSET CRED  18013 7/31/2003 1.00 EACH -115.000 ($115.00)
C00006910 FTS5794 030 FS BLOCK SRCHW  25607 2/29/2004 500.00 EACH 0.850 $425.00
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  29476 6/30/2004 729.00 EACH 0.439 $320.03
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  28433 5/31/2004 512.00 EACH 0.439 $224.77
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  27348 4/30/2004 893.00 EACH 0.439 $392.03
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  26457 3/31/2004 698.00 EACH 0.439 $306.42
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  25607 2/29/2004 725.00 EACH 0.439 $318.28
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  24489 1/31/2004 650.00 EACH 0.439 $285.35
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  23721 12/31/2003 584.00 EACH 0.439 $256.38
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  121100025329 11/30/2003 614.00 EACH 0.439 $269.55
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  21582 10/31/2003 802.00 EACH 0.439 $352.08
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  20583 9/30/2003 653.00 EACH 0.439 $286.67
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  19279 8/31/2003 435.00 EACH 0.439 $190.97
C00006910 IDH3581 002 ILL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  18013 7/31/2003 714.00 EACH 0.439 $313.45
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  29476 6/30/2004 56.00 EACH 0.439 $24.58
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  28433 5/31/2004 32.00 EACH 0.439 $14.05
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  27348 4/30/2004 34.00 EACH 0.439 $14.93
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  26457 3/31/2004 25.00 EACH 0.439 $10.98
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  25607 2/29/2004 28.00 EACH 0.439 $12.29
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C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  24489 1/31/2004 42.00 EACH 0.439 $18.44
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  23721 12/31/2003 29.00 EACH 0.439 $12.73
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  121100025329 11/30/2003 27.00 EACH 0.439 $11.85
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  21582 10/31/2003 26.00 EACH 0.439 $11.41
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  20583 9/30/2003 39.00 EACH 0.439 $17.12
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  19279 8/31/2003 7.00 EACH 0.439 $3.07
C00006910 IDH3611 002 ILL UL DISPLAYHOLDINGS  18013 7/31/2003 18.00 EACH 0.439 $7.90
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  29476 6/30/2004 155973.00 EACH 0.010 $1,559.73
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  28433 5/31/2004 123249.00 EACH 0.010 $1,232.49
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  27348 4/30/2004 198800.00 EACH 0.010 $1,988.00
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  26457 3/31/2004 119375.00 EACH 0.010 $1,193.75
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  25607 2/29/2004 138130.00 EACH 0.010 $1,381.30
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  24489 1/31/2004 136470.00 EACH 0.010 $1,364.70
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  23721 12/31/2003 161310.00 EACH 0.010 $1,613.10
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  121100025329 11/30/2003 52650.00 EACH 0.010 $526.50
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  21582 10/31/2003 146895.00 EACH 0.010 $1,468.95
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  20583 9/30/2003 103660.00 EACH 0.010 $1,036.60
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  19279 8/31/2003 91300.00 EACH 0.010 $913.00
C00006910 IFM4570 007 IFM LIB TO LIBDEBIT  18013 7/31/2003 148250.00 EACH 0.010 $1,482.50
C00006910 IFM4571 008 IFM LIB TO LIBCREDIT  29476 6/30/2004 -2500.00 EACH 0.010 ($25.00)
C00006910 IFM4571 008 IFM LIB TO LIBCREDIT  25607 2/29/2004 -5000.00 EACH 0.010 ($50.00)
C00006910 IFM4571 008 IFM LIB TO LIBCREDIT  24489 1/31/2004 -5500.00 EACH 0.010 ($55.00)
C00006910 IFM4571 008 IFM LIB TO LIBCREDIT  23721 12/31/2003 -5900.00 EACH 0.010 ($59.00)
C00006910 IFM4571 008 IFM LIB TO LIBCREDIT  121100025329 11/30/2003 -10000.00 EACH 0.010 ($100.00)
C00006910 IFM4571 008 IFM LIB TO LIBCREDIT  21582 10/31/2003 -18000.00 EACH 0.010 ($180.00)




















 26457 3/31/2004 100.00 EACH 1.173 $117.30
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 18013 7/31/2003 126.00 EACH 1.173 $147.80
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  29476 6/30/2004 95.00 EACH 0.373 $35.44
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  28433 5/31/2004 79.00 EACH 0.373 $29.47
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  27348 4/30/2004 113.00 EACH 0.373 $42.15
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  26457 3/31/2004 69.00 EACH 0.373 $25.74
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  25607 2/29/2004 138.00 EACH 0.373 $51.47
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  24489 1/31/2004 121.00 EACH 0.373 $45.13
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  23721 12/31/2003 78.00 EACH 0.373 $29.09
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  121100025329 11/30/2003 21.00 EACH 0.373 $7.83
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  21582 10/31/2003 111.00 EACH 0.373 $41.40
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  20583 9/30/2003 79.00 EACH 0.373 $29.47
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  19279 8/31/2003 106.00 EACH 0.373 $39.54
C00006910 ILL4501 002 ILL REQUEST  18013 7/31/2003 77.00 EACH 0.373 $28.72
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  29476 6/30/2004 548.00 EACH 0.373 $204.40
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  28433 5/31/2004 380.00 EACH 0.373 $141.74
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  27348 4/30/2004 737.00 EACH 0.373 $274.90
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  26457 3/31/2004 617.00 EACH 0.373 $230.14
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  25607 2/29/2004 563.00 EACH 0.373 $210.00
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  24489 1/31/2004 509.00 EACH 0.373 $189.86
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  23721 12/31/2003 463.00 EACH 0.373 $172.70
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  121100025329 11/30/2003 546.00 EACH 0.373 $203.66
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  21582 10/31/2003 643.00 EACH 0.373 $239.84
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  20583 9/30/2003 534.00 EACH 0.373 $199.18
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  19279 8/31/2003 284.00 EACH 0.373 $105.93
C00006910 ILL4502 002 ILL REQUESTREVIEW  18013 7/31/2003 621.00 EACH 0.373 $231.63
C00006910 LEXNEX2 140 ACADEMIC JULY 1, 2003 -JUNE 30, 2004 20081 8/31/2003 11000.00 FTE 1.690 $18,590.00
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 18013 7/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2067 001 MARC EDXRETRIEVAL FEE  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  29476 6/30/2004 1643.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  28433 5/31/2004 1493.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  27348 4/30/2004 1807.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  26457 3/31/2004 2042.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  25607 2/29/2004 1285.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  24489 1/31/2004 1333.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  23721 12/31/2003 1354.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  21582 10/31/2003 1528.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  20583 9/30/2003 1376.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 MLE2591 001 CAT EXPORT  19279 8/31/2003 1011.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
























22249 11/25/2003 1.00  125.000 $125.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  29476 6/30/2004 1357.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  28433 5/31/2004 1371.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  27348 4/30/2004 1389.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  26457 3/31/2004 1145.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
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C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  25607 2/29/2004 889.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  24489 1/31/2004 1018.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  23721 12/31/2003 1035.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  21582 10/31/2003 1304.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  20583 9/30/2003 1130.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 ONT2500 001 CAT ONLINE FTUPRIME  19279 8/31/2003 884.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00





 19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH 460.530 $460.53
C00006910 OOF4531 002 ILL STAT RPTANNUAL FEE  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH 185.308 $185.31
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  29476 6/30/2004 81.00 EACH 0.219 $17.74
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  28433 5/31/2004 78.00 EACH 0.219 $17.08
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  27348 4/30/2004 77.00 EACH 0.219 $16.86
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  26457 3/31/2004 73.00 EACH 0.219 $15.99
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  25607 2/29/2004 70.00 EACH 0.219 $15.33
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  24489 1/31/2004 66.00 EACH 0.219 $14.45
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  23721 12/31/2003 62.00 EACH 0.219 $13.58
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  121100025329 11/30/2003 57.00 EACH 0.219 $12.48
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  21582 10/31/2003 55.00 EACH 0.219 $12.05
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  20583 9/30/2003 48.00 EACH 0.219 $10.51
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  19279 8/31/2003 41.00 EACH 0.219 $8.98
C00006910 OOF4541 002 ILL STAT RPTPER PAGE  18013 7/31/2003 33.00 EACH 0.219 $7.23
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH 4.222 $4.22
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  28433 5/31/2004 1.00 EACH 4.222 $4.22
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  27348 4/30/2004 1.00 EACH 4.222 $4.22
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH 3.432 $3.43
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH 3.432 $3.43
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  24489 1/31/2004 1.00 EACH 3.180 $3.18
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  23721 12/31/2003 1.00 EACH 2.928 $2.93
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  121100025329 11/30/2003 1.00 EACH 2.675 $2.68
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  21582 10/31/2003 1.00 EACH 2.675 $2.68
C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  20583 9/30/2003 1.00 EACH 2.423 $2.42
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C00006910 OOF4548 002 ILL MONTHLYACT RPT PSTG  19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH 2.171 $2.17























































 18013 7/31/2003 111.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  29476 6/30/2004 216.00 EACH -0.380 ($82.08)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  28433 5/31/2004 99.00 EACH -0.380 ($37.62)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  27348 4/30/2004 176.00 EACH -0.380 ($66.88)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  26457 3/31/2004 198.00 EACH -0.380 ($75.24)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  25607 2/29/2004 165.00 EACH -0.380 ($62.70)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  24489 1/31/2004 193.00 EACH -0.380 ($73.34)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  23721 12/31/2003 122.00 EACH -0.380 ($46.36)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  121100025329 11/30/2003 116.00 EACH -0.380 ($44.08)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  21582 10/31/2003 197.00 EACH -0.380 ($74.86)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  20583 9/30/2003 168.00 EACH -0.380 ($63.84)
C00006910 OTC4561 002 ILL LENDINGCREDIT  19279 8/31/2003 172.00 EACH -0.380 ($65.36)








26070 2/29/2004 1.00  669.500 $669.50
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19919 8/31/2003 1.00 EA 1931.650 $1,931.65
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 29476 6/30/2004 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 28433 5/31/2004 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 27348 4/30/2004 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 26457 3/31/2004 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 25607 2/29/2004 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 24489 1/31/2004 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE  23721 12/31/2003 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE  121100025329 11/30/2003 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 21582 10/31/2003 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 20583 9/30/2003 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 19279 8/31/2003 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RCA6807 003 INET ACCS &SUPT FEE
SIM USERS = 4
$544.00 SI 18013 7/31/2003 8.00 EACH 140.080 $1,120.64
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  29476 6/30/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  28433 5/31/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  27348 4/30/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  25607 2/29/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  24489 1/31/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  23721 12/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  21582 10/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  20583 9/30/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 RPT3567 001 PRISM USAGESTATS  19279 8/31/2003 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00

























 25607 2/29/2004 2597.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
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 18013 7/31/2003 1140.00 EACH 0.439 $500.46
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  29476 6/30/2004 503.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  28433 5/31/2004 368.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  27348 4/30/2004 411.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  26457 3/31/2004 554.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  25607 2/29/2004 288.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  24489 1/31/2004 235.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  23721 12/31/2003 284.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  21582 10/31/2003 699.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  20583 9/30/2003 406.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  19279 8/31/2003 401.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
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C00006910 SCN0044 001 CAT SCAN TITLE  18013 7/31/2003 481.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  29476 6/30/2004 469.00 EACH 0.230 $107.87
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  28433 5/31/2004 307.00 EACH 0.230 $70.61
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  27348 4/30/2004 600.00 EACH 0.230 $138.00
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  26457 3/31/2004 520.00 EACH 0.230 $119.60
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  25607 2/29/2004 476.00 EACH 0.230 $109.48
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  24489 1/31/2004 443.00 EACH 0.230 $101.89
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  23721 12/31/2003 363.00 EACH 0.230 $83.49
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  121100025329 11/30/2003 458.00 EACH 0.230 $105.34
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  21582 10/31/2003 502.00 EACH 0.230 $115.46
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  20583 9/30/2003 472.00 EACH 0.230 $108.56
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  19279 8/31/2003 300.00 EACH 0.230 $69.00
C00006910 SCN0315 002 ILL SCAN TITLE  18013 7/31/2003 560.00 EACH 0.230 $128.80
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  29476 6/30/2004 2.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  26457 3/31/2004 1.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  24489 1/31/2004 2.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  23721 12/31/2003 52.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  21582 10/31/2003 34.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  20583 9/30/2003 40.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  19279 8/31/2003 112.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0042 001 CAT KEYWORDSEARCH  18013 7/31/2003 167.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  29476 6/30/2004 92.00 EACH 0.614 $56.49
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  28433 5/31/2004 20.00 EACH 0.614 $12.28
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  27348 4/30/2004 90.00 EACH 0.614 $55.26
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  26457 3/31/2004 61.00 EACH 0.614 $37.45
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  25607 2/29/2004 36.00 EACH 0.614 $22.10
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  24489 1/31/2004 58.00 EACH 0.614 $35.61
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  23721 12/31/2003 23.00 EACH 0.614 $14.12
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  121100025329 11/30/2003 53.00 EACH 0.614 $32.54
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  21582 10/31/2003 69.00 EACH 0.614 $42.37
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  20583 9/30/2003 101.00 EACH 0.614 $62.01
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  19279 8/31/2003 43.00 EACH 0.614 $26.40
C00006910 SER0314 002 ILL KEYWORDSEARCH  18013 7/31/2003 97.00 EACH 0.614 $59.56




26162 3/31/2004 1.00  1800.000 $1,800.00
C00006910 SHIP 140 SHIPPING  23294 12/30/2003 1.00  10.000 $10.00
C00006910 TAP3812 001 BATCH SNGOCLC DER  29476 6/30/2004 2024.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3812 001 BATCH SNGOCLC DER  28433 5/31/2004 2034.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
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C00006910 TAP3812 001 BATCH SNGOCLC DER  27348 4/30/2004 1803.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3812 001 BATCH SNGOCLC DER  26457 3/31/2004 1704.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3812 001 BATCH SNGOCLC DER  25607 2/29/2004 1698.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3911 001 BATCH SNGNON-OCLC  24489 1/31/2004 1512.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3911 001 BATCH SNGNON-OCLC  23721 12/31/2003 2027.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3911 001 BATCH SNGNON-OCLC  21582 10/31/2003 1584.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3911 001 BATCH SNGNON-OCLC  20583 9/30/2003 1858.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3911 001 BATCH SNGNON-OCLC  19279 8/31/2003 1323.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
C00006910 TAP3911 001 BATCH SNGNON-OCLC  18013 7/31/2003 1172.00 EACH 0.000 $0.00
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